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The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a burgeoning demand for active travel (walking or
cycling), which is a healthy, pollution-free, and affordable daily transportation mode. Park
green space (PGS), as an open natural landscape, have become a popular destination for
active travel trips in metropolitan areas. Pedestrians and cyclists are often at high crash risk
when exposed to complicated traffic environments in urban areas. Therefore, this study
aims to propose a safety assessment framework for evaluating active travel traffic safety
(ATTS) near PGS from the perspective of urban planning and exploring the effect of the
point-of-interest (POI) aggregation phenomenon on ATTS. First, links between ATTS and
the environment variables were investigated and integrated into the framework using the
catastrophe model. Second, the relationship between the POI density and ATTS was
investigated using three spatial regressionmodels. Results in theWuhanMetropolitan Area
as a case study have shown that (1) the population density, road density, nighttime
brightness, and vegetation situation near PGS have pronounced effects on ATTS; (2)
pedestrians near PGS enjoy safer road facilities than cyclists. Active travel traffic near PGS
requires more attention than non-park neighborhoods; (3) among four park categories,
using active travel to access theme parks is the safest; and (4) SEM has the best fit for POI
cluster research. Increases in leisure facility density and residence density may lead to
deterioration and improvement in ATTS safety levels near PGSs, respectively. The safety
framework can be applied in other regions because the selected environment indicators
are common and accessible. The findings offer appropriate traffic planning strategies to
improve the safety of active travel users when accessing PGS.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The importance of safety in urban transport and mobility has been recognized in achieving the
globally discussed and accepted goals for human development (Poku-Boansi et al., 2019). Road traffic
injuries are one of the top 10 causes of death in the world. The World Health Organization (WHO)
reported that approximately 1.35 million people die in road traffic accidents every year, while 93% of
global road deaths occur in middle- and low-income countries (World Health Organization, 2018).
In China, vulnerable road users (i.e., pedestrians, motorcyclists, and pedal cyclists) accounted for
more than 70% of the road traffic deaths between 2006 and 2016 (Wang et al., 2019). The crash risk of
pedestrians, motorcyclists, and pedal cyclists in urban areas is often higher than that of vehicle users
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due to their vulnerable characteristics when exposed to
complicated traffic environments. However, in most Chinese
cities, pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure and travel safety are
yet to receive any major attention in terms of research, policies,
and interventions. As the number of pedestrians and cyclists
actively traveling increases, the risk of injury prompts the in-
depth evaluation of route safety (Brown et al., 2017).

Park green space (PGS) plays a significant role in modern
society, especially under giant working and psycho pressure
(Ekkel and de Vries, 2017; Yang et al., 2019). Due to the
purpose of health, most people choose a method of active
travel (walk or cycle) to access park green spaces, which have
been the main places for leisure and sports. Especially when
residences are in the service range of PGS, they are willing to
improve their physical activity, psychological restoration, and
social contacts by access to PGS with active travel three to four
times a week. Recent literature has studied various integrated
indexes of walkability to PGS including safety, convenience,
comfortability, and accessibility since the walk score was
released (Lee and Hong, 2013; Lwin and Murayama, 2011; Xu
et al., 2017). As residents access parks searching for recreation
and relaxation, safety guarantees have an important influence on
their decision (Wang et al., 2015). However, it is common to see
many studies examine the methodology of the parks’ internal
safety evaluation by multi-criteria but fail to evaluate roadside
safety facilities (Baran et al., 2018; Zavadskas et al., 2019). In
addition, previous studies mainly conducted in developed
Western countries; specialization in the safety index system is
urgently needed for developing nations due to incomplete road
facilities.

This study uses the Wuhan Metropolitan Area as an example
and proposes the ATTS assessment framework based on road
units, which includes safety assessment and sociodemographic
factor analysis. The safety assessment uses the catastrophe model
based on several environmental parameters. Sociodemographic
factors were analyzed by converting POI density using kernel
density estimation (KDE), followed by OLS, spatial error model
(SEM), and spatial lag model (SLM) to explain the macroscopic
distribution of AT accidents. We cannot be optimistic about
ATTS because the safety situation is not fairly distributed within
urban settings. The findings offer appropriate traffic planning
strategies to improve the safety of active travel users.

This study contributes to the existing literature in various
aspects: 1) an objective and systematic assessment framework for
ATTS is first presented; 2) the correlation between various built
environment parameters near PGS and active travel crash
frequency is investigated; 3) the active travel safety status of
roads near four types of parks is evaluated and; 4) the potential
effects of the POI aggregation phenomenon near PGS reflected by
the ATTS spatial distribution is explored.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews the existing literature on the influencing factors of
ATTS and presents an overview of the socioeconomic
parameters that may affect safety inequity. The methodology
and the materials adopted are discussed in Section 3. Section 4
shows the results of the ATTS framework, which comprise the
safety assessment and spatial regression. Section 5 presents the

research arguments and discusses the determinants of ATTS.
Finally, in Section 6, our main conclusions are drawn, while
future avenues for research are suggested.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Active Travel Accident Near PGSs
A large proportion of traffic fatalities occur inside urban and
metropolitan areas, where the risk factors associated with
congestion and high densities of vehicles and pedestrians
coexist (Vorko-Jović et al., 2006; Dumbaugh and Rae, 2009).
Traffic characteristics (such as traffic flow and speed) and road
characteristics (such as road geometry and the quality of
infrastructure) may affect road accidents (Ayati and Abbasi,
2011; Lord et al., 2005; Martin, 2002; Wang et al., 2009). The
behaviors of vehicle drivers and pedestrians (e.g., driving speed
and the use of seat belts) and the change in environmental
variables (e.g., road conditions and traffic lights) have been
investigated in a previous study related to urban accidents
(Ramírez and Valencia, 2021). Walking and cycling have been
examined separately in multiple studies at varying depths. Active
travel consisting of both has become a trend. However, no studies
have been conducted to examine road safety in the built
environment for walking and cycling in a unified framework.

Neighborhoods near parks may represent a higher risk of
collision injury or death because they attract more susceptible
road users. Young energetic tourists and elderly residents may
congregate in areas around parks. When it comes to
transportation to parks, children prefer to use active
transportation (Pont et al., 2009). The elderly are more likely
to walk, rather than ride a bike to a local park (Duan et al., 2018).
Therefore, active travelers in general are more susceptible in the
absence of adequate infrastructure.

In the literature, the risk factors for pedestrian and
cyclist–motor vehicle accidents have been mainly examined
from the aspects of active travel users’ characteristics, road
conditions, and the environment surrounding the accident site.
Children and old pedestrians are prone tomotor vehicle accidents
(O׳Hern and Oxley, 2015; Poku-Boansi et al., 2019; Smith et al.,
2020; Värnild et al., 2020; Yee et al., 2006). Road conditions,
which comprise road network design and center turning lane
settings, the number of traffic lanes, and road demarcation, are
important risk factors for the occurrence of pedestrian and cyclist
accidents (Shankar et al., 2003; Hess et al., 2004; Donroe et al.,
2008). Environmental factors such as location, traffic volume,
road lighting, and the time of the day may significantly affect the
likelihood of pedestrian and cyclist accidents (Simončič, 2001;
Shankar et al., 2003; Wier et al., 2009; Miranda-Moreno et al.,
2011). The risk of pedestrian and cyclist injury is relatively high in
areas with heavy traffic (Zhang et al., 2014). Findings indicate that
pedestrian and cyclist injury or death may easily occur at
intersections without traffic lights (Moudon et al., 2011; Hu
et al., 2018).

The existing literature focuses on the effects of active travel
users’ personal characteristics, such as age, gender, and income,
on ATTS. However, no studies have been conducted to compare
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the variability and injury risk of active traffic accidents due to
differences in the environment near various types of parks and
explain the macroscopic distribution of active traffic accidents
using a three-class spatial regression model. In addition, some
specific ATTS risk factors such as road infrastructure (motorized
and nonmotorized road facilities) and various urban traffic
regulations (i.e., trunk roads, secondary trunk roads, and
branch ways) should be taken into consideration.

2.2 Active Travel-Related Variables
This study on active travel-involved crashes covers a wide range
of factors, which comprise the characteristics of road user
behavior. Strong correlations between objective indicators of
the built environment and traffic safety are well documented
(Saha et al., 2020). Previous studies on the microlevel (road,
segments, and intersections) examined the relationship between
road safety and various parameters, such as built environment
features (Clifton et al., 2009; Galanis et al., 2017). From the
perspective of traffic safety, it is proposed that studying traffic
characteristics, roadway characteristics, physical characteristics,
and POI characteristics can help promote an understanding of
the relationship between the built environment and active travel
crashes.

Accidents usually occur when traffic moves. Therefore,
investigating traffic characteristics to understand their
influence on ATTS is significant (Golob and Recker, 2004;
Lord et al., 2005). Increases in traffic volume are associated
with an increase in the total crash frequency; hence, the effects
of traffic exposure and land use characteristics are based on this
(Wier et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2015). Various studies have
associated greater traffic exposure with a higher frequency of
accidents and accident severity (Abdel-Aty et al., 2013). For the
improvement of ATTS, environmental indicators are also
considered. Traffic calming is a significant transport
intervention for population health, which decreases the
negative influences of motor vehicles (Morrison et al., 2003;
Pucher et al., 2010). Increasing the amount of walking and
cycling is an effective way of reducing the chances of
incurring injuries (Jacobsen, 2003).

Based on the engineering theory, roads play a significant role
in road safety. Improved geometry design and infrastructure
could help improve road safety, including ATTS (Noland,
2003; Noland and Oh, 2004). Among the road facilities,
sidewalks are a major component of the transportation
network and should provide pedestrians with safe, healthy,
and attractive walking conditions (Aghaabbasi et al., 2018).
The influence of environmental factors on walking, such as
sidewalks, has contributed to the development of various
measurements of the effects of environmental factors on
walking but lacks the macro-level evaluation (Cunningham
et al., 2005). Bicycle lanes may lessen the risks for bicycle
riders by preventing crashes against motor vehicles, reducing
the burden of traffic injuries, improving the sense of safety, and
promoting greater participation in cycling. Bicycle lanes have
several types: exclusive, shared, and parking lanes; marked wide
curbside lanes; and curbside bicycle lanes. Among these types,
only exclusive bicycle lanes are associated with decreased

accidents, while greater separation provides better protection
for cyclists and traffic (Morrison et al., 2019). Guardrails are
installed as guides to safe crossing areas and prevent pedestrians
from bursting into the road (Retting et al., 2003). In London,
accidents at sites with guardrails are reportedly 2.5 times lower
than those in areas without such facilities (Zheng et al., 2007). The
study shows the importance of sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and
guardrails in ATTS. The construction of pedestrian crossing
facilities has become the main choice for reducing the negative
effect of roads on pedestrians at the cost of crossing convenience.
However, building these road facilities using observational and
GIS measures requires investments in staff, training, data
management, and high-quality data in numerous locations.
Using street view can solve these problems (Brownson et al.,
2009).

Physical environments exert influences that can facilitate or
mitigate traffic safety. The correlation of nighttime brightness and
vegetation with urban safety is generally assessed as a significant
social humanities environment aspect. Street lighting is a
necessary urban feature for improving the clarity when driving
(Xu et al., 2018), while vegetation, as an along-street physical
environment, may influence safety (Wolfe and Mennis, 2012;
Fitzpatrick et al., 2014). Street lighting, walking and cycling paths,
and street monitoring by buildings relate to personal safety when
people actively travel (Administration, 1992). These two factors
show various correlations with urban safety in various regions;
thus, the effect of nighttime brightness and vegetation on active
traffic safety and its intensity in Wuhan is explored in our study.

While POI data are not a typical factor used in traditional
traffic accident analysis, it is specific to land use factors with
precise location information (Jia et al., 2018). Previous studies
have confirmed that the number, density, and distribution of
POIs are significantly correlated with human–vehicle crashes
(Kuo and Lord, 2021; Brühwiler et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2022).
Diverse POI types such as hospitals, markets, banks, hospitals,
residential areas, and restaurants are often used as the main study
subjects (Ng et al., 2002; Jia et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018).

According to systematic reviews, the physical activities of
adults, which include active travel, are affected by the safety
environmental attributes from the physical and sociocultural
perspectives (Wendel-Vos et al., 2007). However, their
research mainly focuses on traffic control, natural monitoring,
and concrete driving scene but lacks a general framework with
strong application for evaluating the relationship between the
built environment and road space.

2.3 Integration Method
The integration of transportation modes, which coordinates the
harmony of transport modes, such as pedestrian, bicycle, and
motor vehicle, is an important issue for urban transportation
system safety (Saplıoğlu and Aydın, 2018). Obtaining the ATTS
level involves a multi-attribute assessment, and combining
indicators to form an effective safety assessment system is
challenging. Various studies have focused on the integration
method, including the traditional AHP (Żak and Kruszyński,
2015), the AHPwith GIS (Saplıoğlu and Aydın, 2018; Zheng et al.,
2019), and its hybrid approach based on SERVQUAL and fuzzy
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TOPSIS (Awasthi et al., 2011; dos Santos et al., 2019; Vavrek and
Chovancová, 2019). Quantitative studies on road safety facilities
have focused on questionnaire preference surveys (Räsänen et al.,
2007; Demiroz et al., 2015; Anciaes and Jones, 2018). For the
aforementioned methodologies, an integrated level or index is
formulated by assigning weights to the selected indicators via
expert evaluation or interview questionnaires. This method is
time-consuming and labor-intensive and has a certain degree of
subjectivity. Traditional methods are criticized for incorporating
inherent uncertainty and their inability to avoid subjectivity
(Zhou et al., 2019).

Unlike the aforementioned methods with subjectivity and
uncertainty, the catastrophe theory (CT) can explain the
internal mechanism of all indicators’ influences on ATTS.
The CT has been used to simulate the sudden and
inconsecutive phenomena in the natural world (Thom,
1976). According to the inactive importance of indicators,
CT-integrated multiple assessments affect the safety of using
active travel to green spaces without calculating the weight.
The behavior that integrates indices from the bottom- to top-
layer systems can be recognized as a steady construction within
the catastrophe system. Small variations in the bottom-layer
systems would lead to the destruction of the entire steady state
(Su et al., 2011). Particularly, prior studies mainly focused on
developed Western countries (e.g., the United States, Britain,
and Japan); specialization in the safety index framework is
urgently needed for developing nations owing to their
insufficient road facilities.

The spatial clustering method for macroscopic traffic
accident analysis based on POI data is used to identify
traffic accident frequency distribution in areas with
unreliable conventional traffic accidents and traffic data
(Barua et al., 2015). Many researchers have performed
crash hotspot identification on point data using various
methods, such as crash frequency, crash rate, improvement
potential, empirical Bayes (EB), and KDE (Montella, 2010; Yu
et al., 2014). In several studies, the KDE correlated method is
considered as the most promising method to describe the
spatial patterns present in various parameters and adopted
(Chainey and Ratcliffe, 2013). There is a lack of example
studies using KDE to cluster line-like elements.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Study Area
Wuhan, the most populated and fastest growing metropolitan, is
the capital of Hubei Province in central China. Located in latitude
29°58′–31°22′N and longitude 113°41′–115°05′E, Wuhan
comprises 16 administrative districts, including seven central
urban districts, four functional districts, and five new urban
districts. The latest government data, the statistical
communique of the People’s Republic of Wuhan on the 2018
National Economic and Social Development, shows its 81
integrated parks with a per capita area of 9.61 m2/person. The
present study uses the case of the Wuhan Metropolitan Area to
introduce the ATTS assessment framework evaluating the road to

green spaces and examine the effect of the POI aggregation
phenomenon on ATTS (shown in Figure 1).

In this study, according to the Planning Report on the Green
Space System inWuhan from 2011 to 2020, parks are divided into
four categories, with each park having its own serving scope and
function: (a) urban parks are the main PGSs with various
functions, such as recreation, sightseeing, ecological balance,
and disaster shelter. Urban parks serve 2 km along the road
network; (b) regional parks serve a smaller range of
approximately 1 km along the road network than urban parks;
(c) topic parks distribute areas into various specific themes, such
as zoos and aquatic and cultural parks. Topic parks also serve
1 km along the road network; and (d) community parks cover an
area of 2–5 ha and are combined with residential areas, ensuring
that people can reach green spaces within 500 m. Residents in the
urban center enjoy the functions of large-scale parks (urban,
regional, and topic parks) more than those in the metropolitan
fringes. Given the large-scale parks that cover a large area (urban,
regional, and topic parks accounted for 43.2, 14.4, and 22.6% of
the land, respectively), the services provided are very diverse.

3.2 ATTS Assessment Framework and Data
Description
The factors of safety assessment are usually related to traffic, road,
and physical characteristics (Golob and Recker, 2003;Wang et al.,
2013). Figure 2 shows the detailed aspects and data source of the
ATTS assessment framework. The framework comprises two
major parts: the first step is safety assessment and the second
step is spatial regression. First, the safety assessment is performed
using a catastrophe model to evaluate a total of 10 variables for
traffic characteristics, road characteristics, and physical
environment to obtain road-scale ATTS levels. The developed
ATTS level brings a standardized measure of road active traffic
safety to the field of transportation planning. The second is
statistical modeling of POI and ATTS levels with one simple
linear regression and two spatial models. This aims to estimate
the properties and correlations of POI distributions with ATTS
levels.

Wuhan Planning and Design Institute provides 2018 road
network data, PGS data, traffic characteristic data, and crossing
facilities spatial data for Wuhan. The PGS data comprise the
spatial location, size, name, and function category, while the
facilities data comprise footbridges and underpasses. Traffic
characteristics data, which include population, road, and
vehicle number data, are collected on 18 June 2018, in the
middle of the year. The original data include all road
categories. Thus, we included trunk roads, secondary trunk
roads, and branch ways that allow for active travel routes
within the green space service range. All fundamental data are
transformed into the road level based on the visual interpretation
of the street view and the grid processing. Given the unreliable
small-scale spatial population data and the unavailability of
economic data from the government, this study focuses on the
POI density based on spatial analysis. The POI data are integrated
with the traffic crash data to identify the varying land use and its
effect on traffic safety. When assessing the POI density, the buffer
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range is set to 500 mwith each road as a unit. Table 1 presents the
calculated road attributes.

3.3 Data Preprocessing
3.3.1 Crash Frequency Data
Given the limited police crash report records available in
China, the study on ATTS remains largely insufficient.
Previous studies used media data for crash information and
relevant safety research (Yankson et al., 2010; Goddard et al.,
2019). Similar to other types of crashes, walking- and cycling-
related crashes with valuable injury information, such as
gender, age, and severity, have been reported in the news

many times (Yang et al., 2020). Such representative news
reports provide useful information and have the potential to
facilitate ATTS research.

This study took advantage of a Wuhan official news search
engine (www.cjn.cn) to gather media-reported crash information
and build a surrogate crash database for analytics. The keywords
“road name + walking crash” (e.g., walking crash on the
Hongshan Road) and “road name + cycling crash” (e.g.,
cycling crash on the Hongshan Road) were used to search
news websites to determine the crash frequency of every road.
The search period was from January 1 to 31 December 2018. This
study only targeted crash reports containing essential

FIGURE 1 | Location of the study area and spatial distribution of PGSs.
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components, including the date, location, victim description, and
crash facts (e.g., type). The collected text information may be
duplicated and must be cross-checked. A total of 147 walking
crashes and 179 cycling crashes were identified through the
mining of news reports during the study period.

3.3.2 Street View Images
We acquired road auxiliary facility data, including sidewalks,
guardrails, and bicycle lanes, through the Baidu Maps street
view (BMSV) image data using the BaiduMaps API. Given that
Google Maps is inaccessible, Baidu Maps is a good substitute.
The BMSV documents imagery from 372 cities that covers
more than 738,000 km and provides a 360° panorama of cities,
streets, and other environments. The BMSV is a free and
accessible online scenery map service for everyone. On the
basis of the road location next to green spaces supplied by the
road network data, we sent an HTTP request with coordinates

and the uniform resource locator (URL) parameters of the
target road position to obtain a static street view near the PGSs.

Given the complicated road conditions and varying types of
facilities, we used visual interpretation to classify the level of road
infrastructure. On the basis of the previous research and the local
road facility construction criterion, the interpretation rule and a
few examples are shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.

This study obtained the crossing facility shapefiles in Wuhan
from a local planning department. Thus, we considered crossing
facilities as an indicator integrated into the evaluation framework.
Footbridges and underpasses, as grade-separated facilities, tend to be
safe when people face the risk of vehicle collisions on the road. The
design specification of urban road traffic facilities (http://www.
mohurd.gov.cn/wjfb/201908/t20190829_241614.html) states that
crossing facilities should be set when the motor width exceeds
25 m. Therefore, not all road-crossing facilities are evaluated
using the same criterion. Roads with insufficient widths are
assessed as having average standards.

FIGURE 2 | ATTS assessment framework.
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3.3.3 Remote Sense Images
3.3.3.1 Nighttime Light Imagery Data
Users can obtain the LJ-01 cloud-free nighttime light imagery
data for free by logging in at http://www.hbeos.org.cn/, which is
available for scientific research and teaching organizations.
Removing noise from the LJ1-01 data is unnecessary because
the negative pixels have already been removed (Zhang et al.,
2019). According to a released report on LJ1-01, the images are
geometrically corrected by the system. However, to investigate the
street lighting condition accurately, the experimental images
must be geometrically corrected corresponding to the actual
road network, which can be recognized clearly with 130-m-
resolution imagery. Thus, we collected approximately 30
ground control points in the road intersections. The images
also require absolute radiation correction, while the conversion
formula adopted is

L � DN3/2 × 10−10, (1)
where L is the radiance value after absolute radiation correction in
W/(m2 × sr × μm) and DN is the gray value of each pixel (Zhang
et al., 2019). The extracted roads are used as the mask to obtain
the nighttime light images from the region required by our
experiment, which include the entire Wuhan city data set of
LJ1-01 nighttime light images. The ultimate nighttime light
imagery is shown in Figure 4.

3.3.3.2 NDVI Data
The NDVI derived from satellite imagery is a widely used index,
which indicates the growth status and parameter of vegetation. In
this study, the NDVI values from the 250-mmonthly Terra MODIS
NDVI (MOD13Q1) in June 2018 are unitless and ranged from
−2000 to 10000. After the standardized process, with a scale factor of
0.0001, the range becomes 0–1.0. The high values indicate the
increased concentration of green vegetation and bush density.

3.4 Catastrophe Model
The CT is a powerful mathematical tool for studying the
evolution of the system order. This theory explains and
predicts a sudden phenomenon in nature and society.
Additionally, the CT has broad application prospects in
mathematics, physics, biology, engineering technology, and
social science. The system tends to achieve an ideal stable state
or enter a defined state range when at rest, without external
forces. Upon receiving external forces of change, the system
initially attempts to absorb external pressure through reaction.
If such forces of change are too strong to be fully absorbed, a
catastrophic change occurs, and the system then enters a new
stable state; otherwise, it would return to its original state. The
return of the system to its original stable state through continuity
is impossible. Table 3 introduces the four primary catastrophe
models required in the dimensions of the control parameters.

3.5 Kernel Density Estimation
Because the object units of our study are roads, the benefit of
calculating the distance from each road to the hospital is tiny.
Therefore, we calculated the density of POI around the roads.
KDE is used to transform discrete check-in points with POIs into
continuous surfaces that reflect their spatial density. By using the
density method, an arbitrary spatial unit of analysis can be

TABLE 1 | Data description.

Variable Max Min Mean Std

Built environment
Population density (persons/km2) 8265.3117 0 1677.8342 1553.7297
Road density (km/km2) 10.2498 0 5.3728 4.9720
Vehicle density (vehicle/km2) 241.53 0 47.2983 12.1059
Sidewalks 1 0 0.8217 0.3346
Bicycle lanes 1 0 0.1299 0.3228
Guardrails 1 0 0.2786 0.4108
Footbridges 1 0 0.9324 0.2510
Underpasses 1 0 0.9158 0.2777
Nighttime brightness 328288 0 54710.1426 35827.0661
Vegetation coverage 676067 17650 343484.436 91283.1690

POI density
Restaurant density 59453.8144 0 4957.5599 8798.6139
Leisure facility density 1286.6212 1.4239 240.2072 212.1846
Hospital density 177.3928 0 12.5326 36.9121
Residence density 197.5652 0 43.4395 39.4975
School density 118.3315 0 9.4824 8.2576
Bank density 153.6234 0 22.2876 32.2345

Accidents
Number of accidents correlated with walking 20.6 0 0.5998 1.5865
Number of accidents correlated with cycling 25.1 0 0.6334 1.9204

TABLE 2 | Visual interpretation judging criteria.

Road infrastructure Good (1) Medium (0.5) Bad (0)

(a) Sidewalks Wide Narrow Without
(b) Bicycle lanes Individual Mixed Without
(c) Guardrails Complete Rough Without
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defined that is homogenous for the entire area, which makes the
comparison and ultimately classification possible (Jia et al., 2018).
The KDE can be described by

f(s) � ∑n

i�1
1
h2

k(dis

h
), (2)

FIGURE 3 | Interpretation of the street view (from left to right is good, medium, and bad). (A) Sidewalks, (B) bicycle lanes, and (C) guardrails.
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where f(s) is the KDE function at location s, h denotes the
bandwidth, dis represents the distance from point i to s, and k
is a space weight function. Previous studies indicated that the
choice of k barely affects the results and that the threshold of the
distance decay is important. In this study, the bandwidth ranging
from 100 to 1000 m was tested. The optimum bandwidth was
tested to be 500 m as it resulted in a density pattern that was
neither excessively sharp nor excessively smooth.

3.6 Spatial Regression Models
General spatial models have the following relative forms (Griffith,
1988):

Y � ρW1Y +Xβ + μ, (3)
μ � λW2μ + εwhereε ~ MVN(0, σ2In), (4)

where Y is the dependent variable, X is an (n × n) matrix of k
explanatory variables, ρ and λ are spatial autoregressive coefficients,
ρ is the intensity of the spatial dependence of sample observations, λ
is the effect of the error of the dependent variable in the
neighborhood on the observations in the region, W1 and W2 are
(n × n) spatial weight matrices, μ is the unobserved error term that
can incorporate spatial correlation through its first term, ε is an
(n × 1) vector of unobserved error terms that are identically and
independently distributed, MVN is the multivariate normal
distribution, and In is the (n × n) identity matrix. In Eq. 3, the
model becomes an SLM when W2 is 0 and a SEM when W1 is 0.
This study uses the queen’s method of the spatial contiguity matrix,

which defines neighbors as sharing a common side or vertex with the
region of interest.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Exploration of Factors Affecting ATTS
Pearson’s correlation was used to test the correlation
between the crash frequency and the built environment
factors to indicate ATTS. The effects were negative when
the coefficient was positive, and vice versa. Results show that
population density has a positive impact on ATTS, and the
coefficient is −0.182. This result indicates that individual risk
may decline as the volume increases. Road density has a
negative effect on ATTS, while the coefficient is 0.095. This
result is consistent with the conclusions of previous studies
(Kononov et al., 2008). The large number of roads indicates
the existence of numerous intersections, which may easily
lead to accidents. Road and crossing facilities, except
footbridges, were found to have positive influences on
ATTS. Among the road facilities, bicycle lanes are the
most helpful in improving road safety, while the
coefficient is −0.071 (p < 0.01), indicating the importance
of maintenance in nonmotorized vehicle lanes due to their
proximity to driveways and exposure to accidents. Street
nighttime lighting was found to be an important factor that
affects ATTS in parks, while the coefficient is −0.121.
Improved street nighttime lighting significantly decreases
(p < 0.01) the crash frequency because nighttime poses
additional risks to pedestrians. However, these risks can
be mitigated by lighting (Bernhardt and Kockelman,
2021). The abundance of vegetation can significantly
decrease (p < 0.01) the crash frequency. Dense woods
where trees isolate lanes and sidewalks can prevent
accidents that cause injury. Kaplan (1987) also reported
that vegetation may have mentally healing functions that
could reduce the psychological harbinger of criminals. The
Pearson coefficient results were used in the subsequent
catastrophic model calculation.

4.2 Multi-Scale ATTS Analysis
Based on geospatial big data, we deciphered the ATTS security
spatiality near parks by referring to other scholars using spatial
statistics, segmented street analysis, sub-loop analysis, and sub-
park types compared to not near parks (Xing et al., 2018; Jing
et al., 2021).

FIGURE 4 | Clipped imagery of LJ-01 cloud-free nighttime light
imagery data.

TABLE 3 | Summary of possible catastrophe models

Category Dimension of control
parameter

Potential function Bifurcation set Normalization formula

Fold model f(x) = x3 + ax a = −3x2 Xa =
��
a

√
1

Cusp model f(x) = x4 + ax2 + bx a = −6x2, b = 8x3 xa =
��
a

√
, xb =

��
b3

√
2

Swallowtail model f(x) = x5 + ax3 + bx2 +cx a = −6x2, b = 8x3, c = −3x4 xa =
��
a

√
, xb =

��
b3

√
, xc =

��
c4

√
3

Butterfly model f(x) = x6 + ax4 + bx3 + cx2 +dx a = −10x2, b = 20x3, c = −15x4, d = 4x5 xa =
��
a

√
, xb =

��
b3

√
, xc =

��
c4

√
, xd =

��
d5

√
4
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4.2.1 Comparison Between ATTS Near PGS and Not
Near PGS
Table 4 and Figure 5 show the significant differences in walking
and bicycling modes for roads near parks and non-park
neighborhoods.

Roads near parks are concentrated in downtown areas,
with higher road density along both sides of the river. The
safety level of pedestrians is significantly better than that of
cycling, while the difference probably stems mainly from
the poorer construction of bike lanes. Roads that are
relatively far from parks are mostly distributed along the
metropolitan area. Safety levels of pedestrians are also
significantly better than those of cycling. There is a
general trend of higher to lower levels of pedestrian
safety from the center of the metropolitan area outward,
and vice versa, for cycling.

By contrast, ATTS levels on roads near non-parks are slightly
better than those on roads near parks. Validating the conclusion we
found that crash injuries may be higher near parks. The red-lined
roads in Figure 5 require urgent government consideration of safety
matters related to their active traffic.

TABLE 4 | ATTS-level percentage comparison

ATTS level Near PGS Not near PGS

Walking Cycling Walking Cycling

Secure 14.52% 12.09% 18.47% 15.06%
Slight secure 21.82% 14.47% 26.52% 21.82%
Ordinary 25.71% 17.63% 24.92% 18.92%
Slight unsecure 19.21% 23.99% 16.62% 19.57%
Unsecure 18.74% 31.82% 13.47% 24.63%

FIGURE 5 | Spatial disparity of ATTS (A) near PGS and (B) not near PGS.
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4.2.2 Ring Road-Level Analysis
Among 16 administrative districts, Hannan district and the Donghu
New andHigh-Technology Development Zone have a good walking
safety level for active travel (>0.8). The walking safety level (<0.2) in
Hannan and Dongxihu districts is high. The safety result of active
travel to parks is not determined by the district.

The evaluated safety levels are grouped according to road location
and the four kinds of ring roads stated by the government (shown in
Figure 6). Figure 7 indicates the physical differences in the safety level
of the ring roads inWuhan using a box plot. Walking to parks on the
first three ring roads has a safety level of 0.9. Away from the third ring
road, the safety level shows a dispersed distribution, nearly without an
outlier. The low quartile accounts for a relatively high proportion,
indicatingmany citizens outside the third ring road walk to PGSs with

a low safety. The mean safety level of cycling to parks is less than 0.8.
Unlike that of walking, the cycling safety level does not decrease from
the inside to the outside of the ring road. Therefore, nonmotorized
vehicle lanes are ignored near downtown because the evolving traffic
pressure of automobiles requires urgent consideration. Few road units
could be evaluated due to the limited number of parks.

4.2.3 PGS-Level Analysis
The comparison among the four categories of parks indicates that
the first three green spaces (urban, regional, and topic parks)
generally aggregate in central districts in the form of parks and
forests. Therefore, districts that have a socioeconomic advantage
have more restricted access to green spaces and facilities for ATTS
to PGSs (colored roads in Figure 8).

FIGURE 6 | Spatial disparity ATTS in the ring road level.

FIGURE 7 | Box plots for ATTS in the ring road level.
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Figure 9 shows that both patterns of safety situations near urban
parks, such as the highest-level park, are not ideal. However,
compared with the other three park categories, access to topic
parks is the safest because of its highest proportion of safety levels
(including extremely secure, secure, and middle).

4.3 Spatial Regression of POI Cluster
4.3.1 Kernel Density Estimation Cluster Result
Clustered distributions have been shown to improve model validity
more than non-clustered counts in spatial regression analysis (Jia
et al., 2018). In this study, the natural break cluster-based KDE
method (Barua et al., 2016; Jia et al., 2018) was applied to quantify

the POI influencing factors of land use to evaluate the ATTS near
PGSs in Wuhan. According to the natural break cluster flowchart in
the previous study, the k-value was set to 6 to ensure that the dense
and sparse areas are clearly divided into various classes. The POI
KDE and ATTS level KDE with natural break cluster reclassification
results are presented in Figures 10, 11. The hotpots coded in deep
purple and deep red represent high concentrations and are observed
in densely populated areas. Different POI data show different
features, which reflect the spatial diversity of POI and the land
use characteristics for non-hot areas.

4.3.2 Model Validation
The spatial correlation and Lagrange multiplier (LM) were
conducted for ATTS clusters before the spatial econometric
models were applied (shown in Table 5). Moran’s I index of
ATTS clusters passed the significance test at the 0.01 level for
walking and cycling. This indicates that the ATTS clusters are
spatially correlated and require a spatial econometric model.
Results show that the LM for both the lag and error test statistics
of two patterns is highly significant, and the SEM values are larger
than the SLM values, indicating a strong spatial dependence in the
two cases. Robust LM for the SEM is significantly significant, while
the SLM is not, indicating that the SEM is more applicable than the
SLM for two patterns. Therefore, the SEM was chosen to further
explore the POI metrics.

4.3.3 Spatial Regression Results
The comparison of the spatial analysis results of the three models
shown in Table 6 verifies that spatial regression outperforms
traditional regression methods. The higher the log-likelihood of
the model, the better the model fit; the lower AIC indicates a
better model fit. Clearly, SEM parameters outperformed those of
the other models. The SEM lambda coefficients with statistical
significance, higher log-likelihood, and lower AIC indicate a
better model fit. Therefore, SEM is the best choice for POI.

The SEM results were used to determine the regression results for
ATTS safety levels and POI near the park. Regression coefficients for
leisure facility and residence were significant. The leisure facility
shows a significant negative correlation with the ATTS level near
PGSs, indicating that an increase in the density of the leisure facility
may lead to a decrease in the ATTS safety level near the park. Leisure
facilities include entertainment venues such as Internet cafés,
amusement parks, and bars, which gather more mobile people.
The traffic flow of cars and people gathered nearby may have a
negative effect on the ATTS through the roadway. Residence shows a
significant positive correlation with the ATTS safety level near PGSs,
indicating that a high density of residence enhances the ATTS safety
level near the park. A residential area has a low transient population,
and people often come from families. The presence of resident
security guards at the entrances and exits of the neighborhoods
promotes regular traffic order, wherein people are not at great risk.

The fit of the walking mode is better than the fit of the cycling
mode. The variables that differed significantly between the two
patterns were restaurant and school. Restaurants showed a more
significant negative correlation with the level of cycling safety in
PGS neighborhoods and a lower correlation with walking. This
indicates that an increase in restaurant density leads to a decrease

FIGURE 8 | Spatial disparity ATTS in the PGS level.
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in the level of cycling safety near parks. This is related to the fact
that restaurants often occupy common ground to expand their
business area privately. Schools show a significant positive
correlation with pedestrian safety near PGSs, and a low
correlation with cycling. This indicates that the increased
density of schools improves the level of pedestrian safety in
the vicinity of PGSs. Traffic control and traffic speed
reduction signs, which are common near schools, have a
significant effect on pedestrian safety.

5 DISCUSSION

The requirements of transport networks accommodated the
increasing number of advantages found in active travel. The
evidence supporting the net positive health benefits of active
travel has been well established (Mueller et al., 2015).
Therefore, understanding the factors influencing ATTS is
essential for offering a safe travel environment. Our study
emphasizes the influences of built environment factors on
ATTS and proposes an evaluation framework for ATTS
near PGSs. We used the data on traffic, road, and physical
characteristics to depict a comprehensive street space. Results
show that various built environments have varying influences
on ATTS. First, road and crossing facilities have positive
influences on ATTS. This finding indicates that the
provision of thorough auxiliary facilities at the road level
helps increase ATTS. Among these road subsidiary factors,
bicycle lanes are the most helpful for improving road safety.
Results show the importance of maintaining nonmotorized
vehicle lanes due to their proximity to driveways and exposure
to crash-related factors. Furthermore, the effects of the other
two built environment factors have pronounced effects on
ATTS. These effects also presented distinct results from
Western countries: nighttime brightness pronounces

negative impacts on ATTS, whereas the vegetation situation
has a positive influence. Consistent with previous studies, the
driver’s reaction capability is reduced, and the reaction time
for operation is longer due to the complex and strong light
environment at night (He et al., 2021). Roadside vegetation
provides numerous environmental and psychological benefits
to drivers (Fitzpatrick et al., 2014).

Given the rapid development of bike-sharing in China (Cao and
Shen, 2019), a significant increase in cycling behavior is observed.
However, the results of this study comparing walking and cycling
modes of active travel demonstrate that pedestrians enjoy safer
roadway facilities than cyclists. In addition, active travel traffic
near PGS requires more attention than non-park neighborhoods.
One reason for this is that bike lanes are also not as well constructed.
A certain number of roads have no established bicycle lanes. The
frequent occurrence of mixed use and occupied use is another
important reason. The safety situation near topic parks outweighs
that of other parks. This result shows that the safety service provided
by urban parks, as the highest-level park in urban cities, does not
correspond to their establishment level. Moreover, the comparison
among common traffic boundaries in China shows that the safety
situation of active travel to parks is not optimistic away from the
third ring road (near suburbs).

The OLS, SLM, and SEM are used to investigate the
correlation of ATTS with the POI aggregation phenomenon.
With regard to the effects of POI aggregation on ATTS, specific
land use has a great effect on ATTS. Our study revealed that the
SEM has the best fit for the POI cluster, compared to OLS and
SLM. Moreover, the fit of the walking pattern is better than the
fit of the cycling pattern. Some specific POIs have profound
effects on the spatial distribution of ATTS. Specifically,
increases in the leisure facility density and residence density
lead to deterioration and improvement in ATTS safety levels
near PGSs, respectively. Increases in the restaurant density and
school density worsen the level of cycling safety and enhance

FIGURE 9 | Stacked diagram of ATTS situation proportion near different PGSs.
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the level of walking safety near PGSs, respectively. Therefore,
policy measures should focus on enhancing the active travel
environment in areas with many recreational areas and
restaurants. The results of the experiment combining all
variables indicate the need to improve effective goal-
oriented measures in mixed land uses when seeking
equitable ATTS in a variety of settings.

This study proposes a new framework for the ATTS
assessment framework. The extent to which people are
threatened on their way to parks to experience healthy living
is estimated. Our proposed assessment framework focuses on the
safety of built environment parameters. In addition to the
research area of accident (Gilstad-Hayden et al., 2015; Suk and
Walter, 2019), we selected several hot factors in recent years,

FIGURE 10 | POI clusters in Wuhan.
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including nighttime brightness and vegetation situation. The
proposed framework provides a rational estimation of the
performance of ATTS before the occurrence of accidents.
Given the site-specific data on roads, the proposed framework
can provide concrete and insightful observations that may help in
managing the safety of the built environment against hazardous
conditions. Compared with other methods of active travel
evaluation, our framework presented the following advantages:

1) Previous studies performed cross-sectional surveys by using
the multivariate analysis of personal traits (Hansen et al.,
2015; Fairnie et al., 2016; Brainard et al., 2019). In this study, a
systematic citywide evaluation framework for ATTS was
introduced, focusing on the safety effect of the
environment parameters.

2) Evaluating the safety of accessibility to PGSs is important
because people use active travel, instead of motorized
transport when traveling (Jerrett et al., 2016). This

study divided PGSs into various levels and estimated
safety according to their serving ranges. This process
verifies whether the safety levels of various parks
correspond to their establishment levels.

3) The perspective of roads in this study differs from that of the
segments and intersections presented in previous research
(Flahaut, 2004; Barua et al., 2014). Planning administration
can use the evaluation based on road units to recognize roads
that require urgent repair accurately. The refinement of units
can improve the practicality of this study.

4) The natural break cluster method is used to reclassify the
kernel density, and the spatial analysis model is used to
estimate the correlation of the POI aggregation
phenomenon with active travel traffic safety. The
exploration helps to obtain the prone areas of active travel
traffic accidents according to the characteristics of POI
aggregation for preventing accidents early.

This study has several limitations with regard to the
framework of ATTS based on PGS classifications. First, this
study focuses on the influence of the built environment but
lacks in terms of the depiction of street moral character.
Second, the definition of active travel used in this study only
includes walking and cycling. Other transport modes, such as
driving and riding public transport, also play significant roles
in accessing PGSs (Xing et al., 2018) and cannot be ignored.
Third, this study uses a subjective method to interpret the
situation extracted from the street view images. Considerable
manpower is required in dealing with original data.
Processing greater volumes of data, such as entire city

FIGURE 11 | ATTS clusters used in Wuhan.

TABLE 5 | Results of the Lagrange multiplier (LM) test for walking and cycling.

Test Walking Cycling

Value p-value Value p-value

Moran’s I 0.12 0.00 0.09 0.00
LM (SLM) 14.28 0.00 12.84 0.00
LM (SEM) 26.27 0.00 21.98 0.00
Robust LM (SLM) 1.03 0.72 0.67 0.69
Robust LM (SEM) 8.29 0.00 5.28 0.00
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roads, requires an automated method (Zhou et al., 2019),
which is included in the agenda of subsequent study. Finally,
the present POI variables are limited to six categories. The
sociodemographic indicators (e.g., education, income, and
age) (Su et al., 2019) should be considered in future research
for exploring the inequity of ATTS distribution.

6 CONCLUSION

This study estimates the ATTS access to parks by using the
proposed spatial assessment framework. The proposed
framework highlights the importance of accounting for built

environment factors in analyzing ATTS. Additionally, the
correlation between POI aggregation and ATTS is explored,
identifying the potential land use factors of the ATTS. The
results in Wuhan confirmed that traffic, road and physical
characteristics greatly affect ATTS, especially population
density, road density, nighttime brightness, and vegetation
situation. The spatial distribution of ATTS indicated that
pedestrians enjoy safer road facilities than cyclists, and
roads along the river have a high ATTS level in Wuhan.
The spatial regression results urge the authorities to
monitor the ATTS in areas with many leisure facilities and
residences. Findings indicated that the provision of thorough
auxiliary facilities at the road level helps increase the safety of
access to PGSs. Furthermore, our proposed framework could
be applied to other public facilities that attract active travel
users (e.g., schools). The proposed framework offered
appropriate traffic planning strategies to improve the safety
and equity of ATTS users during their access to PGSs.
Transport planners should pay more attention to roads near
specific land uses. Improving the safety conditions of walking
and cycling near PGSs is recommended to avoid safety
inequality.
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